Analysis and Optimization of Fatigue Caused by Vibrations in the Quick-Replacement Battery Box for Electric Vehicles
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Abstract: Quick-replacement battery technology has the advantages of eliminating mileage issues, extending battery life and reducing cost. The battery box plays an important role in carrying and protecting the on-board battery pack. However, fatigue life has not been well-established in changeable operating environments and driving conditions; hence, this knowledge gap is the focus of this paper. Here, SolidWorks (SolidWorks, Waltham, MA, USA) was used to establish a three-dimensional model of a quick-replacement battery box for electric vehicles, OptiStruct software (Altair, Detroit, MI, USA) was used for sweep frequency and random vibration analyses, and random vibration fatigue analysis was carried out using Ncode software (ANSYS, Pittsburgh, PA, USA). The quick-replacement battery box structure was then optimized according to the analysis results and lightweight targets. The results of sweep frequency and random vibration analyses showed that the maximum stress of a quick-replacement battery box is 39.058 Mpa. Compared with the allowable stress of the DC01 material at 150 Mpa, a significant margin is still present. The results of random vibration fatigue analysis showed that the minimum service life of a quick-replacement battery box is $5.740 \times 10^{10}$, which meets the design requirements. Following optimization design, the maximum stress of a quick-replacement battery box was 71.197 Mpa, still meeting the allowable stress of the DC01 material at 150 Mpa and effectively alleviating the stress concentration. Furthermore, the optimized quick-replacement battery box was approximately 4 kg lighter. Therefore, optimization of the quick-replacement battery box is feasible and necessary. The results provide great theoretical and engineering significance for the design and optimization of quick-replacement battery boxes for electric vehicles.
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1. Introduction

New energy vehicles have been undergoing rapid developments in recent years [1]. Pure electric vehicles are the primary direction in the development of these types of vehicles, positioning the on-board battery as an energy storage and supply device. Therefore, on-board batteries have become an important component affecting the power, safety, endurance and overall performance of new energy vehicles. The energy supply problem is a key factor that limits the performance of on-board batteries [2]. However, it is not realistic to only focus on charging technologies for on-board batteries. Industry and academia have proposed replacement battery models that make electric vehicles as safe, convenient and fast as traditional refueling vehicles [3]. As a mode of replacement battery, one of the main components of quick-replacement battery technology is the battery box, which carries and protects the on-board battery pack. Therefore, a quick-replacement battery box for electric vehicles has increasingly attracted the attention of scholars.
Lu et al. [4] used mode analysis to study the structure of the quick-replacement battery boxes for electric vehicles, and analyzed it under free and constraint modes. Wang et al. [5] evaluated the structural strength and stiffness of quick-replacement battery systems to meet the mechanical performance requirements of electric vehicles. According to the requirements of being waterproof, fire repellent and heat dissipating, Qiu [6] designed a quick-replacement battery box and established its three-dimensional (3D) model. He also used finite-element software to analyze the force of electric vehicles under special working conditions such as sharp braking and sharp turning, as well as to carry out a modal analysis of the quick-replacement battery box. Li et al. [7] used the finite-element method to analyze the mechanical and constraint modes and perform frequency response and vibration tests on a quick-replacement battery box for electric buses. Through the analysis, they obtained the distribution of the weak spots, failure modes and failure-strengthening test conditions of the battery box. Tang [8] established a 3D model of a battery box and its quick-replacement connector, and optimized the structure and lightweight design of the battery box based on the results. Hou [9] established a 3D model of a battery box, and analyzed the static and mode of the quick-replacement battery box structure by using finite-element software. According to the static and heat dissipation simulation results, the structure of the battery box was optimized and improved, increasing its strength and natural frequency. Li et al. [10] analyzed the static and mode characteristics of a quick-replacement battery box for electric vehicles under the conditions of sharp braking and sharp turning, and optimized the structure of the quick-replacement battery box. After optimization design, the quick-replacement battery box was found to not resonate with electric vehicles. According to the above literature analysis, it was found that the current research on the quick-replacement battery boxes for electric vehicles has mainly focused on statics, mode analysis and lightweight aspects. Although the random vibration fatigue of the quick-replacement battery box was analyzed in [11], only a single direction was considered, and no further optimizations were analyzed. These results of the finite-element simulation analysis were verified by a random vibration test system, as pointed out in [11].

Regarding the above problems, a 3D model of the quick-replacement battery box structure for electric vehicles is established in this paper. On this basis, OptiStruct software was used for sweep frequency and random vibration analyses in the three directions of the quick-replacement battery box, and then Ncode software was used to analyze the vibration fatigue. Finally, the structure was optimized according to the analysis results and the lightweight target, resulting in the quick-replacement battery box to fall more in line with the design requirements.

2. Quick-Replacement Battery Box Design and Modelling

2.1. Quick-Replacement Battery Box Design

The on-board battery box design aimed to meet the target requirements for stiffness, strength and safety, while also considering the necessary working conditions. A quick-replacement battery box should be easily removable and installable, conforming to the vehicle layout in terms of its external size and shape, and allowing for a quick removal from the chassis. Further, the quick-replacement battery box structure needs to have good vibration resistance and stability, unlike traditional battery boxes that can be arranged on the chassis. To meet the requirements for the quick replacement and strength of the battery box, this paper has selected a rectangular shape that is relatively regular and made from a DC01 steel sheet metal stamping. The basic material parameters of the quick-replacement battery box are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Density (g/mm³)</th>
<th>Poisson's Ratio</th>
<th>Elasticity Modulus (Mpa)</th>
<th>Yield Limit (Mpa)</th>
<th>Anti-Pull Limit (Mpa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC01</td>
<td>7.850 × 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>2.07 × 10⁵</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following the principle of volume minimizing, and considering the battery life requirements of electric vehicles as well as single-battery specifications, the quick-replacement battery box was made to measure 960 mm × 870 mm × 150 mm.

2.2. Three-Dimensional Modeling of the Quick-Replacement Battery Box

According to the design of the quick-replacement battery box, a 3D model was established using SolidWorks software, as shown in Figure 1.

![Quick-replacement battery box 3D model](image)

**Figure 1.** Quick-replacement battery box 3D model. (a) Quick-replacement battery box assembly; (b) the lower component of the quick-replacement battery box.

2.3. Finite-Element Modeling of the Quick-Replacement Battery Box

The quick-replacement battery box 3D model was imported into HyperMesh; it was made of 3 mm thick sheet metal stamping, which can be treated as a sheet material, with the middle surface extracted and the thickness value added based on the finite-element analysis theory. To ensure the accuracy of the finite-element analysis while taking into account the analysis speed, a 5 mm grid size was selected for the finite-element grid to divide the quick-replacement battery box model. The number of grids was 122,177 and the number of nodes was 123,177. The rigid bar element 2 (RBE2) was used to simulate the bolt connection between the top cover and the lower box, and the finite-element modeling of the quick-replacement battery box is shown in Figure 2.

![Finite-element modeling of the quick-replacement battery box](image)

**Figure 2.** Finite-element modeling of the quick-replacement battery box. (a) Quick-replacement battery box grid division; (b) bolted connection.
2.4. Boundary Condition Setting

There were several hanging ears on the installation bracket of the quick-replacement battery box. The installation bracket is connected to the bottom plate for electric vehicles and the quick-replacement battery box is installed underneath. The quick-replacement battery box may thus be subject to accidental external impacts and continuous random vibrations from the road, which are mostly transmitted through a bracket mounted on the quick-replacement battery box. To simulate this process, the bolt holes connecting the eight mounting brackets on the lower component of the quick-replacement battery box were rigidly connected through the RBE2 in the finite-element software, a single-point constraint (SPC) as a bench test boundary condition was created at the main node of this RBE2 and a load was applied at this point for further analysis.

2.5. Vibration Fatigue Analysis Theory [12]

The random vibration fatigue analysis in this paper was based on the random vibration analysis. During the random vibration fatigue analysis, the power spectral moment of inertia was used to calculate the zero-crossing number and peak-crossing number and construct the probability density function. The moment of inertia, \(m_n\), of the \(n\)-order power spectrum is shown in Equation (1).

\[
m_n = \sum_{k=1}^{N} f_k^2 G(f_k) \delta f
\]

where \(f_k\) is the frequency value; \(G(f_k)\) is the power spectral density (PSD) response value at frequency \(f_k\); and \(G(f_k) \delta f\) represents the area of the frequency segment \(\delta f\) under the PSD curve at frequency \(f_k\).

For any stress amplitude, \(\sigma_{ia}\), the number of cycles, \(N_i\), in any time period, \(T\), is shown in Equation (2).

\[
N_i = P(\sigma_{ia}) N_T
\]

For this stress amplitude, the corresponding lifetime, \(n_i\), that can be calculated from a given S–N curve and the damage generated at this stress amplitude in any time period, \(T\), are shown in Equation (3).

\[
D_i = \frac{N_i}{n_i}
\]

The total damage caused by the total stress amplitude in any time period, \(T\), is shown in Equation (4).

\[
D = \sum D_i
\]

3. Sweep Frequency and Random Vibration Analyses

According to GB/T31467.3-2015 [13], to ensure the safety of on-board batteries when in use, it is necessary to install the on-board battery box on a vibration platform for testing. Vibration testing can be divided into the sweep frequency vibration and random vibration tests. The following simulation was conducted using OptiStruct 2022 software.

3.1. Sweep Frequency Vibration Analysis

Based on GB/T31467.3-2015, OptiStruct software was used for a sweep frequency vibration analysis of the quick-replacement battery box in the X-, Y- and Z-directions.

3.1.1. X-Direction Sweep Frequency Vibration Analysis Results

The pre-processed model was solved in accordance with the vibration frequency requirements set in the OptiStruct software. The stress and displacement of the quick-replacement battery box are shown in Figure 3, as determined through the sweep frequency vibration analysis in the X-direction.
3.1.2. Y-Direction Sweep Frequency Vibration Analysis Results

The stress and displacement values of the quick-replacement battery box are minimal in the X-direction sweep frequency vibration analysis due to its flat geometry. The maximum stress on the quick-replacement battery box was 0.839 Mpa, with stress concentrated at the top cover and bottom plate. The maximum and minimum displacement values of the quick-replacement battery box were $-10.132$ mm, indicating that its overall structure in the X-direction remained stable without deformation during vibration.

3.1.3. Z-Direction Sweep Frequency Vibration Analysis Results

Similar to the X-direction sweep frequency vibration analysis, the stress and displacement values of the quick-replacement battery box were also minimal in the Y-direction.
sweep frequency vibration analysis due to its flat geometry. The maximum stress on the quick-replacement battery box was 2.319 Mpa, with stress concentrated also at the top cover and bottom plate. The maximum displacement was −0.006 mm, while the minimum displacement was −0.011 mm, resulting in a difference of 0.005 mm. This means that the overall structure of the quick-replacement battery box had a maximum deviation of 0.005 mm in the Y-direction and exhibited a small vibration amplitude.

3.1.3. Z-Direction Sweep Frequency Vibration Analysis Results

The pre-processed model was solved in accordance with the vibration frequency requirements set in the OptiStruct software. The stress and displacement of the quick-replacement battery box are shown in Figure 5, as determined through the sweep frequency vibration analysis in the Z-direction.

![Maximum stress cloud map](a) and displacement cloud map](b)

**Figure 5.** The stress and displacement of the quick-replacement battery box in the Z-direction sweep frequency vibration analysis. (a) Maximum stress cloud map; (b) displacement cloud map.

As seen in Figure 5, the maximum stress on the quick-replacement battery box is 39.058 Mpa, and the maximum stress values occur at the bolt and the edge of the top cover, with large stresses also appearing in the center of the top cover and the bottom plate. Additionally, stress concentration phenomena were observed in multiple locations. The quick-replacement battery box had a maximum displacement of 2.364 mm and a minimum displacement of −0.310 mm. This means that the overall structure of the quick-replacement battery box had a maximum deviation of 2.674 mm in the Z-direction and also exhibited a small vibration amplitude.

According to the results of the sweep frequency vibration analysis in three directions, the maximum stress on the quick-replacement battery box was 39.058 Mpa, which is significantly lower than the allowable stress for the DC01 material. This indicates that the structure of the quick-replacement battery box met the allowable stress requirements for the selected material with a large margin. Therefore, the lightweight design can be considered for optimization.

3.2. Random Vibration Analysis

To simulate the vibration load to which the quick-replacement battery box may be subjected due to an accidental external impact and continuous random road vibrations, we conducted a random vibration test in the X-, Y- and Z-directions using the OptiStruct software. This allowed us to obtain equivalent stress root-mean-square (RMS) cloud maps.
in these three directions under $1\sigma$, following the safety requirements and the test method specified by GB/T31467.3-2015.

The equivalent stress RMS cloud map under $1\sigma$ that was obtained in the X-direction random vibration analysis is shown in Figure 6. The maximum equivalent stress RMS occurred at the hanging ear and the X-axis edge of the top cover of the quick-replacement battery box, with a value of 0.112 MPa. The equivalent stress RMS value under $6\sigma$ was 0.672 MPa, which was significantly lower than the yield strength of the DC01 material at 195 MPa.

![Figure 6. The equivalent stress RMS cloud map in the X-direction.](image)

The equivalent stress RMS cloud map under $1\sigma$ that was obtained in the Y-direction random vibration analysis is shown in Figure 7. The maximum equivalent stress RMS occurred at the hanging ear and the Y-axis edge of the top cover of the quick-replacement battery box, with a value of 0.083 MPa. The equivalent stress RMS value under $6\sigma$ was 0.498 MPa, which was significantly lower than the yield strength of the DC01 material at 195 MPa.

![Figure 7. The equivalent stress RMS cloud map in the Y-direction.](image)

The equivalent stress RMS cloud map under $1\sigma$ that was obtained in the Z-direction random vibration analysis is shown in Figure 8. The maximum equivalent stress RMS occurred at the hanging ear and the four edges of the top cover of the quick-replacement battery box, with a value of 13.097 MPa. The equivalent stress RMS value under $6\sigma$ was 78.582 MPa, which was significantly lower than the yield strength of the DC01 material at 195 MPa.
battery box, with a value of 13.097 MPa. The equivalent stress RMS value under $6\sigma$ was 78.582 MPa, which was significantly lower than the yield strength of the DC01 material at 195 MPa.

As seen in Figures 6–8, the equivalent stress RMS of the random vibration in the X-, Y- and Z-directions met the $6\sigma$ requirement. With a probability of 99.999999985%, there will be no plastic deformations, and the forces acting on the components of the quick-replacement battery box will remain within their elastic range while being lower than the yield strength of the DC01 material at 195 MPa; that is, there are only 0.002 failures per million experiments, which satisfies the design requirements.

Furthermore, not only can the equivalent stress RMS cloud map be obtained, but the acceleration PSD curve for each point of the quick-replacement battery box can also be obtained through the random vibration analysis using OptiStruct software. Figures 9–11 are the acceleration PSD curves in the X-, Y- and Z-directions, respectively, in the X-direction random vibration analysis on the bottom plate of the quick-replacement battery box. These acceleration PSD curves are essential prerequisites for a further random vibration fatigue analysis of the quick-replacement battery box using OptiStruct software.
4. Random Vibration Fatigue Analysis

The damage position of the quick-replacement battery box was identified during the random vibration fatigue analysis, which lays the foundation for further optimization design. First, the stress responses of the quick-replacement battery box in three directions were imported into the Ncode software to define the S–N characteristics of the DC01 material. The S–N curve of the DC01 material of the quick-replacement battery box is shown in Figure 12.

Then, according to GB/T31467.3-2015, we input the acceleration PSD spectra of the X-, Y- and Z-directions into the finite-element model of the quick-replacement battery box in the Ncode software as the vibrational load with defined S–N properties of the DC01 material, and set the number of cycles to 75,600 (with the characterized vibration time of 21 h). Then, the random vibration process of the quick-replacement battery box was initiated and the cloud maps of random vibration fatigue damage and life were obtained, as shown in Figures 13 and 14.
Then, according to GB/T31467.3-2015, we input the acceleration PSD spectra of the X-, Y- and Z-directions into the finite-element model of the quick-replacement battery box in the Ncode software as the vibrational load with defined S–N properties of the DC01 material, and set the number of cycles to 75,600 (with the characterized vibration time of 21 h). Then, the random vibration process of the quick-replacement battery box was initiated and the cloud maps of random vibration fatigue damage and life were obtained, as shown in Figures 13 and 14.

**Figure 12.** The S–N curve of the DC01 material of the quick-replacement battery box.

**Figure 13.** The random vibration fatigue damage cloud map of the quick-replacement battery box.

**Figure 14.** The random vibration fatigue life cloud map of the quick-replacement battery box.
As seen in Figures 13 and 14, the most dangerous position was located at the bolt installed in the quick-replacement battery box, and its minimum fatigue life was $5.740 \times 10^{10}$, that is, the structure of the quick-replacement battery box can meet the fatigue requirements under random vibration conditions, indicating that it can fulfill the fatigue life requirements in changeable operating environments and driving conditions, safeguarding the battery pack and ensuring electric vehicle safety.

5. Quick-Replacement Battery Box Optimization Design

5.1. Quick-Replacement Battery Box Structure after Optimization Design

According to the vibration and vibration fatigue analyses, the maximum stress of the quick-replacement battery box was 39.058 MPa, which is significantly lower than the allowable stress of the DC01 material at 150 MPa. Therefore, the structure of the quick-replacement battery box is sufficiently strong considering that it is a lightweight design. The thickness of the quick-replacement battery box was 3 mm, and it should not be made thinner; therefore, punching the box body to meet the lightweight requirements was considered. According to the above analysis, it can be concluded that the battery baffle in the internal structure of the lower compartment of the quick-replacement battery box experienced less stress during vibration. Therefore, it was decided that holes should be added to the baffle. The internal structure of the lower box before and after optimization is shown in Figure 15. The weight of the quick-replacement battery box was reduced by approximately 4 kg due to the drilled holes.

![Figure 15. (a) Internal structure of the lower box before optimization; (b) internal structure of the lower box after optimization.](image)

Additionally, the stress on the quick-replacement battery box during the vibration analysis was small. However, there was some stress concentrated at the top cover and bottom plate of the quick-replacement battery box, which can cause damage after prolonged use. Therefore, reinforcement ribs were designed in these parts to reduce the stress concentration, and also to help inhibit the deformation of the quick-replacement battery box. The position of the reinforcement ribs is shown in Figure 16.

![Figure 16. The reinforcement ribs of the quick-replacement battery box after optimization. (a) Reinforcement ribs of the top cover; (b) reinforcement ribs of the lower box.](image)

The 3D model of the quick-replacement battery box after optimization is shown in Figure 17.

5.2. Sweep Frequency and Random Vibration Analysis of the Quick-Replacement Battery Box after Optimization Design

Based on GB/T31467.3-2015, OptiStruct software was used for the sweep frequency vibration analysis of the quick-replacement battery box in the X-, Y- and Z-directions, and the analysis results were compared with those obtained before optimization. The results of the sweep frequency vibration analysis in the X-, Y- and Z-directions are shown in Figures 18–20.
Additionally, the stress on the quick-replacement battery box during the vibration analysis was small. However, there was some stress concentrated at the top cover and bottom plate of the quick-replacement battery box, which can cause damage after prolonged use. Therefore, reinforcement ribs were designed in these parts to reduce the stress concentration, and also to help inhibit the deformation of the quick-replacement battery box. The position of the reinforcement ribs is shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16. The reinforcement ribs of the quick-replacement battery box after optimization. (a) Reinforcement ribs of the top cover; (b) reinforcement ribs of the lower box.

The 3D model of the quick-replacement battery box after optimization is shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17. The 3D model of the quick-replacement battery box after optimization.

5.2. Sweep Frequency and Random Vibration Analysis of the Quick-Replacement Battery Box after Optimization Design

Based on GB/T31467.3-2015, OptiStruct software was used for the sweep frequency vibration analysis of the quick-replacement battery box in the X-, Y- and Z-directions, and the analysis results were compared with those obtained before optimization. The results of the sweep frequency vibration analysis in the X-, Y- and Z-directions are shown in Figures 18–20.

Figure 18. The stress and displacement of the quick-replacement battery box after optimization as determined with the X-direction sweep frequency vibration analysis. (a) Maximum stress cloud map; (b) displacement cloud map.
As seen in Figures 18–20, the optimized quick-replacement battery box still experienced maximum stress during sweep frequency vibration analysis, with a value of 71.197 MPa at both the top cover and inside the quick-replacement battery box. Additionally, relatively high stress was also measured at the top cover and the bottom center of the quick-replacement battery box. The optimized quick-replacement battery box had a maximum deformation of 1.989 mm at its top cover and bottom center.

The results of the vibration analysis of the quick-replacement battery box before and after optimization were compared and Table 2 shows the maximum stress and deformation during sweep frequency vibration analysis, both before and after optimization.
Table 2. Comparison of maximum stress and deformation during sweep frequency vibration analysis, both before and after optimization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Maximum Stress (Mpa)</th>
<th>Maximum Deformation (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before optimization</td>
<td>39.058</td>
<td>2.674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After optimization</td>
<td>71.197</td>
<td>1.989</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After optimization design, the maximum stress of the quick-replacement battery box increased by 32.139 MPa, while the maximum deformation decreased from 2.674 mm to 1.989 mm. Although there was an increase in stress after optimization, the maximum stress remained below the allowable stress of the DC01 material at 150 MPa. The structural strength met the requirements and the optimized design reduced the overall weight of the quick-replacement battery box by 4 kg, achieving the lightweight goal.

5.3. Random Vibration Fatigue Analysis of the Quick-Replacement Battery Box after Optimization Design

After conducting the same random vibration fatigue analysis on the optimized design as that carried out before optimization, the cloud maps of random vibration fatigue damage and life were obtained and are shown in Figures 21 and 22.

Figure 21. The random vibration fatigue damage cloud map of the quick-replacement battery box after optimization.

Figure 22. The random vibration fatigue life cloud map of the quick-replacement battery box after optimization.
The analysis results show that the optimized quick-replacement battery box had a minimum fatigue life of $1.199 \times 10^{11}$, as determined in the random vibration fatigue analysis; that is, it still met the fatigue requirements while being reduced by 4 kg compared to the weight of the pre-optimized battery box. Therefore, optimizing the quick-replacement battery box is feasible and necessary.

6. Conclusions

This paper established a CAD model and finite-element model for electric vehicles. Based on these models, OptiStruct software was used to perform sweep frequency and random vibration analyses of the quick-replacement battery box, while Ncode software was used to analyze the random vibration fatigue. Finally, the structure of the quick-replacement battery box was optimized according to the analysis results and lightweight targets in order to meet the design requirements.

(1) After the sweep frequency vibration analysis before design optimization, the maximum stress was 39.058 MPa, which is much lower than the allowable stress of the DC01 material at 150 MPa. The equivalent stress RMS value under $6\sigma$ as found in the random vibration analysis was 78.582 MPa, which was significantly lower than the allowable stress of the DC01 material at 150 MPa. In other words, the results of the random vibration fatigue analysis met the requirement of $6\sigma$, with only 0.002 failures per one million experiments. Additionally, the minimum fatigue life of the quick-replacement battery box as identified in the random vibration fatigue analysis was $5.740 \times 10^{10}$, indicating that it met the requirements for fatigue life under random vibration conditions.

(2) After optimizing the design, the maximum stress of the quick-replacement battery box increased to 71.197 MPa, as determined in the sweep frequency vibration analysis, but was still less than the allowable stress of the DC01 material at 150 MPa. The random vibration fatigue analysis showed that the minimum fatigue life of the optimized quick-replacement battery box was $1.199 \times 10^{11}$. From a lightweight perspective, there was a reduction in total mass of about 4 kg for the quick-replacement battery box after optimization. Therefore, after optimization, the structure of the quick-replacement battery box met the design requirements.

(3) According to the results of the vibration and fatigue analysis, the Z-direction was where the quick-replacement battery box was most susceptible to maximum damage. Therefore, further studies should focus on analyzing vibrations in the vertical direction more closely. Furthermore, it is crucial to strengthen the structural strength of vulnerable parts, such as that of each connection and the thin plate center of the quick-replacement battery box.
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